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Al~raet--We consider a family of two-step methods for the numerical integration of periodic initial value 
problems where the required solution has an unknown period. We derive efficient P-stable formulas of 
orders 4 and 6 which are particularly appropriate for nonlinear systems, as their Newton iteration matrices 
can be expressed as a perfect square and a perfect cube, respectively. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the numerical integration of the special second order initial value problem 
y" = f(t ,  y), y(to) = Yo, y'(to) = y~ (1) 
where the solution is known to be periodic but of unknown period. Lambert and Watson [1] defined 
the concept of P-stability for such problems and demonstrated that a P-stable linear multistep 
method must be symmetric and the maximum order attainable is 2. To overcome this order 
restriction various types of P-stable, Runge-Kutta type (hybrid) methods were proposed [2-8], an 
example of which is a fourth order "stabilized" Numerov method [8]: 
h 2 2 
Yn+~ 2y.+yn =7-~(Y.+ +2y~+y~ - _, " ~ _ , )+~h y .  2 tt 
IX  ..5 
h 2 
37. = y. -- ~(y~,'+, -- 2y~ + Y"-I ). (2) 
Instead of using one or more "off-points", Twizell and Khaliq [9] developed a family of two-step 
multiderivative methods using the fact that the general solution of the scalar test equation 
y" = -22y, 2 e~ (3) 
satisfies the recurrence relation 
y(t + h) - {e ihz + e-~}y(t)  + y(t - h) = 0, (4) 
where h is a constant increment in t; these methods are obtained by employing Pad6 approxi- 
mations to the exponential functions occurring in (4). An example of a 4th order, 4th derivative 
P-stable method resulting from the (2,2) Pad6 approximation is: 
h2 h2 y/O 5h2 ,, h4 • 
= ,, _ iv +- - -  + . . . .  (5 )  
y .+~- -2y .+y._ l  ]~(Y .+,+Y"- I )  ]--~(Y.+~+ -~) 6 y" 72 y"" 
To resolve the implicitness in (5), Twizell and Khaliq, implement their methods in PECE mode 
and, consequently, avoid the necessity to iterate as their predictor is explicit. Their methods do, 
however, require an approximation to y' along with the calculation of higher derivatives and the 
evaluation of the Jacobian at each time step to ensure that the step size does not violate the 
periodicity condition. 
On the other hand, Cash [2] notes that for systems where P-stability is appropriate, the Lipschitz 
constant associated with f in (1) may be very large, necessitating some form of Newton iteration 
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to determine y. +1, for example, in the P-stable method (2). A commonly used modified Newton 
iteration scheme in (2) yields the iteration matrix 
h 4 (0 f~ 2 h 2 Of + (6) 
S =- I --1-2 0y -(-~ \ Oy ] " 
For large systems, matrix products are expensive as well as reducing sparseness. In Section 2, we 
comment on some existing methods and then develop P-stable two-step hybrid methods whose 
modified Newton iteration matrix can be expressed as a power of a single matrix. For example, 
formula (2) is modified so that its iteration matrix can be expressed as a perfect square 
J - ( I  - zh 2 af'~ 2,0y,] 
and the resulting linear systems are solved using one LU decomposition and two 
forward-backward substitutions. In Section 3 these methods are compared with existing methods 
on some problems from the literature. 
2. TWO-STEP HYBRID METHODS 
We first consider the symmetric, two-step, 4th order formula given by Cash [3] which contains 
only one off-step point (~tl = 0 in his formulation): 
y.+~-2y.+ y . - l=h2{ l  (y"+~+Y~-,)+(~-2flt)y"+2fltfi'~} 
ffn=.,4yn+l+(l -2fi)y.+fly._~+h2{gy"+,-(]l + 2.~)y" + gy~_,}. (7) 
Numerov's conditionally stable method results when fl, = 0; with fit v~ 0 the formulas involve only 
two function evaluations per step and include the P-stable methods of Chawla [6] 
( .4=0,  f l ,=5/12, g<- l /120) ,  Hairer [8] ( .4=0,  f l ,=1/3, g=- l /96) ,  and Cash [3, 4] 
(A = 0, fit = 1/3, g = -1/94). The local truncation error associated with (7) has the form 
LTE = (ct y°.' + c2 ~ y~)h6 + O(h 8) (8) 
where 
, 
Cl = --2--4-0' C2 
Applying (7) to the scalar test equation (3) yields 
y.+ ~ - 2R(q)y. + y._ t = 0 (9) 
where 
1 -  ( l -~-2 f l lA )q  2 -  fll(A + 2,~)q 4 
R(q) = \ ' "  / (10) 
l +( l+2fl , ,~)q2-2f l ,  gq4 
and q = 2h. From (4) note that the exact solution satisfies 
y(t,+ 1) - 2 cos(q)y(t,) + y(t._ t) = 0 
and so R(q) is a rational approximation to cos(q) [10]. Stability requires that ]R(q)l ~< l for all 
q, and since R(q) --, - 5 as I q I ~ oo if c2 = 0, the corresponding methods are not P-stable, contrary 
to an announcement by Cash [3]. We also note that (2) and (5) give the same rational 
approximation to cos(q), 
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l - - i~q  +] ' -~q 
R(q) = (11) 
l~ 2-- 1 4' 1 + q ~-~-~q 
which is the unconditionally stable approximation with minimal error constant [8]. 
The conventional Newton scheme applied to (7) gives 
h2~ {I--~--~y 2~,h2 ~y - 2~,ih 4Oo~fOO~ }(y(. ~ 
where 
, - y(f+-10) tp ])~ = - F (y , ' _ - i  J 
f l  
FI"(P-1)~- ~..r, +  I--.rn+l"(P- l) - 2".,.,, + Yn-l--h 2 l-~22[f(xn+l, Y (f+-l I)) +f(Xn-l, Yn- l)] 
and afl IOy and ~f210y are Jacobian matrices evaluated at appropriate points. Assuming that the 
Jacobian matrix is in some sense slowly varying, we set ~f/Oy = Of/~y (t, + ~, y~P+-t °) which produces 
the modified Newton iteration scheme 
{i_h2(l..l_2fll2~)_~_2fll~h4(Of'~2}(y(f)+l (p -  i)~ ~_. --Yn+l J -- F(Y(f+-I l)) • (12) \Oy,] 
For the coefficient matrix in (12) to be expressed as a perfect square requires 
]5+2/LA ---2/Ls. (13) 
Letting d = 2fl~.4, (10) and (13) yield 
:) _d  "x 2 /' l l l d  F-~- q* 
R(q)= 1 -  )q +~ffl6 24 
+f l+d'~q2 [ 1 d d2"X 4 " (14) 
1 + ~f~ +-~ +-~)q 
As observed by Thomas [11], the corresponding in phase methods with 4th order phase lag are 




yields the smallest value of the error constant c2 ,~ 0.137. With this choice of d, 
2z 2 _z  2 




and fll # 0 is a free parameter occurring in the description of formula (7). At each step we need 
to solve linear systems of the form 
C.A.M.W.A. 15/J~-D 
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If the matrix 
-2 a f ]2  W) _ -F(Y(f+ -, ,. I-'cn-~y;I.y.+, y ("+-l") = ' '" (16) 
I - -  "~h 2 ~----f 
ay 
is decomposed into a LU product, we may compute he increment y~+) ~ - y~+t~) by solving the two 
systems 
LUz ~ t)~ =--F(y~P+-i j 
(r) _ LU(y.+t  y(f+-i l)) = z 
using the conventional method. 
Lastly in this section we consider 6th order methods of the type developed by Cash [2]: 
y.+, - -2y .+ y._~ = h2[fl0(y~+ l + Y~-~)+ fll(fi"+.~ + fi"-.,) + fl207"+.2 + 37"-.2) + YY~] (17) 
where 37. +.2 depend on 37, ±.1. With ~2 = 0, Cash [3] presents an efficient hree parameter family of 
6th order, P-stable formulas requiring only four function evaluations per step; he further remarks 
that there does not seem to be any advantage to be gained by a special choice of these parameters 
and lists one particular formula in equations (2.17)-(2.20) of [3]. Using a modification of 
Cash's parameters a 6th order, P-stable formula is possible whose modified Newton iteration 
matrix can be expressed as a perfect cube. One particular P-stable, in phase formula with 6th order 
phase lag is 
f l  4 . . . . .  6893 _,, 27277 ,,] 
y.+,-2y.+ y._,=h 2 (y~,+~+ Y'/,-~)+-(-~(37.+l/2+37.-I/2)--47040Y.+ --~l-o-~Y.I. 
533 1003 491 2f--725 ,, 1367 ,. 811 } 
37.+,/2=2--~ y.+l + l--~ Y.--~-~-~ Y.-,+h ~2-~-~ Y.+,+ I-~-~ Y. + 2--~-~ Y'~-, 
1 1 2 ( 5 ,, 
7 11 h2f 488983 ,, 
37.=-~(Y.+,+Y.-,)+-~Y.+ ~138-'~-~g (Y. +, + Y2-1) 
3977 y~ 65536 . . . . . .  t 
+11---0-~ + 43-~(y.+t/:+ y._t/2) . (18) 
3 
Using formula (18) with the modified Newton method results in solving linear systems of the form 
n ty .+, -  09)  
at each step which again is attractive for computational reasons. 
3. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
We implement he 4th and 6th order "exact-factored" schemes on two test problems from the 
literature. All computations were performed in single precision on a CDC Cyber 170/730 at 
Western Illinois University. For convenience, we denote by EF4 the 4th order method (7) with 
coefficients given by (l 5) and where/;) = I; similarly, we denote by EF6 the 6th order method (I 8). 
For comparative purposes, we have also implemented the 4th order scheme (2) as an "approximate- 
factored" method. That is, the iteration matrix (6) of the modified Newton scheme (12) is 
approximated by a perfect square which, following Cash's [2] approach, yields 
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Table I. Error moduli at t = 20n for (20) 
h Method Error CPU time (s) 
n AF4 0.285 × 10 -s 0.36 
EF4 0.304 x 10 -6 0.19 
EF6 0.774 x 10 -I° 0.27 
n/2 AF4 0.401 X 10 -7 0.77 
EF4 0.601 × 10 -7 0.38 
EF6 0.536 x 10 -H 0.59 
n/4 AF4 0.125 x 10 -7 1.58 
EF4 0.377 x 10 8 0.73 
EF6 0.174 x 10 -12 1.09 
tt/8 AF4 0.126 x 10 8 3.88 
EF4 0.123 x 10 -8 1.47 
EF6 0.314 x 10 -14 2.15 
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the corresponding method will be referred to as AF4. 
Our first example was also used by Lambert and Watson [1] and Cash [2], and is given by 
y'~ = -2 :y~ + f " ( t )  + A2f(t); y~(0) -- a + f(0),  y~(0) = f ' (0 )  
Y'2' = -A2Y:  + f " ( t )  + 2:f(t); y2(0) = f(0), y~(0) = Aa + f ' (0) .  (20) 
Taking f ( t )= e -°°5', the theoretical solution of this system is 
y l ( t )  = a cos At + e -°'°St, y2(t)  = a sin At + e -°'°st. 
The parameter a was given the value zero, corresponding to the case when higher frequency 
oscillations are not present in the solution. With 2 = 40, the results at t = 20n using selected 
stepsizes appear in Table 1. Letting .Vl and )2 denote the numerical solution of (20), the measure 
of the error at t = 20n was taken as 
Error = [(Yl - ) l  )2 + (Y2 - )32)2]1/2.  
In solving systems oftbe form (16) and (19), y,+l" (0) = y, was used to start the iteration which was 
then carried to convergence. In addition, since the algorithms being considered are two-step in 
nature a missing starting value must be supplied. In all of our numerical results, this has been 
computed from the known analytic solution. From Table l, method EF4 is about twice as fast as 
AF4 for the selected stepsizes while also being more accurate, except for stepsize n/2. Method EF6 
is also faster than AF4 while being considerably more accurate; similar behavior was observed with 
other values of 2 = 5(5)40 using these same stepsizes. 
Table 2. Computed values of x,y,  r at t = 15n, 16n for (21) 
t h Method x y r 
15n 7r/45 PECE - 1.6003845 0.0244339 1.0017020 
AF4 - 1.5955179 - 0.0494737 0.9974369 
EF4 - 1.5975801 -0.0997637 1.0053432 
EF6 - 1.5999425 - 0.0006019 0.9999428 
7t/90 PECE - 1.5997948 0.0010838 0.9995914 
A F4 - I. 5998058 - 0.0034312 0.9998150 
EF4 - 1.6001160 - 0.0053742 1.0001386 
EF6 - 1.6000003 - 0.0000087 1.0000003 
16n n/45 PECE 0.3999265 0.0057571 0.9999049 
AF4 0.3690235 0.1971257 0.9998614 
EF4 0.3894472 -0.1447949 1.0058650 
EF6 0.4000020 0.0006668 1.0000020 
n/90 PECE 0.3995450 0.0252020 1.0000826 
AF4 0.3998461 0.0139817 0.999988 I 
EF4 0.3999111 -0.0122993 1.0000293 
EF6 0.4000000 - 0.0000458 1.0000000 
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We next consider Newton's equations of motion for the two body problem: 
x 
x" = - -  x(0) = 0.4, x'(0) = 0 /-3' 
y"=-Y y(0)=0,  y ' (0 )=2,  (21) /,3' 
where r = (x2+ y2)1/2. These particular initial conditions causes the orbit to become the ellipse 
y2 
r 2--- (x +0.6)  2+~= 1 
and the period of revolution to be 27t [12]. The problem was tested using various stepsizcs and the 
values of x, y, r (theoretical values - 1.6, 0, 1, and 0.4, 0, 1 respectively) are given in Table 2 at 
time t = 15n and 16n using methods AF4, EF4, and EF6 with stepsizes n/45 and lt/90. For 
comparative purposes, the corresponding results obtained by Twizell and Khaliq [9] using the (0,2); 
(2,2) combination in PECE mode are reproduced in Table 2. It is again clear that the P-stable 
factored schemes give accurate results for this nonlinear problem. Unlike the PECE method, 
there is no need to calculate higher derivatives or the first derivative for nonlinear differential 
equations. In addition, factored schemes do not require numerous matrix operations to form the 
modified Newton iteration matrix which also maintains the same sparsity structure as the Jacobian 
o f f  in (1). 
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